
FOURTEENTH SUNDAY after Pentecost 15.9.2019  Luke 15.1-10 

In Jewish Jesus’ day, to eat together was a way of sharing life and solidarity with one’s friends. 

Jesus was well known for associating with and eating with sinners, regarded as the lowest of 

the low.   At a meal, Jesus invited his audience of Scribes and Pharisees to feast on his wisdom 

using two parables. These folk were good, upright fellows, who performed their religious 

duties faithfully, but, if their sinlessness had become lovelessness, what virtue was in it? If 

their religious fidelity permitted them to reject their brethren, what purpose did it serve? 

They ended up enslaved by their own intolerance. 

Jesus looked straight in the eye of the huddle of   Pharisees, who had often complained about 

his pastoral strategy. He asked “Which of you, having a hundred sheep and losing one of them, 

does not leave the ninety-nine safe and go after the one that is lost until he finds it?”  

To invite these so-called “Separate Ones” to an act of scandalous imagination that they were 

shepherd scum then, was tantamount to asking them to fancy themselves as child molesters 

today. They were incensed. Shepherds were utterly outcast, regarded as light-fingered 

thieving rogues, who leisurely drove their flocks to munch on others’ fenceless lush grass and 

who muddied the waters on the way to their faraway pastures.  Because their work meant 

handling animals, shepherds were regarded as perpetually unclean.  

Pharisees were smugly content that such lost sinners were completely cut off from their 

distinguished company. And they were scandalized that that Jesus associated with such vile 

sinners. These icy-hearts could have rejoiced, that, through Jesus’ eating fellowship, he gave 

such as publicans and prostitutes the royal treatment. But, alas, they just could not 

understand how a good man could love such public filth. 

A flock of sheep would be owned by a clan family of shepherds. The one shepherd who lost a 

sheep was answerable to the others. It was her or his task to leave the ninety-nine in the care 

of their companions and go in search of the one percent of the flock lost, the one lost to the 

fellowship of the flock, lost to the protection of the sheepfold. With dogged perseverance, 

the shepherd traversed craggy hillsides and deep ravines and difficult terrain, all the while 

with eye and ear open for the sound of a predatory lion or bear or wolf. The sheep would be 

petrified. The shepherd may well have to scoop up the beast and shoulder it home. Shrek, the 

New Zealand runaway was lost for six years. When found, wool blind, unable to see grass to 

eat, it was almost unrecognizable as a sheep; it was more like a Tibetan yak and unable to 

move with its weight of wool.  

In human terms, Jesus’ parable reminds us that, to allow us to be found and untangled from 

our sins, and carried home, meant a huge effort by a loving, shepherding God, which cost him 

his life. But the gift of God’s forgiveness in Jesus, like any gift, was not a gift until freely and 

gratefully accepted by us, the sheep of his flock. 

Jesus confronted the elitist Pharisees. He wished to have them think that we must all be about 

the business of seeking and returning all wandering human sheep to the fold, especially the 

very ones that Pharisees expected to avoid. The religious Pharisees believed in segregation; 

Jesus believed in association. The Pharisees believed in hostility; Jesus believed in hospitality. 

Hence the collision. 



God does not lose the sheep: the human sheep lose themselves. Perhaps, they move home. 

Little by little, sheep move away. The first Sunday, they may say “I’m busy unpacking. I’ll go 

to church next week.” One week becomes a month and suddenly, they awaken, far from God 

and cannot face going back. Lost from the fold, humans are lost to fellowship with God and 

lost to the supportive love of believers like you, who wish to rejoice in the return and the 

restoration of the sheep to its mates.  

It does seem to be a lot of foot-slog searching to save a single sheep. Jesus’ parable 

emphasises the priority and the beauty of restoration, no matter the scrapes that wandering 

sheep get themselves into. Jesus taught that God loves every one of us so much that God, the 

Good Shepherd, chose to leave the shelter of the heavenly sheepfold to clamber down among 

the dangerous ravines and the rocky ledges to search us out for restoration and to give us the 

kiss of resuscitation, so that all sheep might be saved, individually and collectively. 

Healthy sheep make life easier. Do we prefer to spend time with those who appear to have 

got it all together, those who don’t have struggles? No, Jesus tells us, our priority is with the 

lost sheep. What does rejoicing in heaven look like, when a sinner comes home? There is an 

angelic party in heaven when a believer renounces sin and turns back to God’s way. 

Jesus told a second parable. Here, God was a woman dressed in an apron, with a broom in 

her hand, tirelessly sweeping in her darkened kitchen, listening for the clink of metal.  The 

God-figure   had lost one of her ten silver pieces strung as jewellery to her headdress. The lost 

coin was significant and valuable as it completed her good looks. Without it, she was deficient, 

she was unfinished. When she found the lost coin, her joy was like the communal joy of 

heaven over the return of a lost sinner, without whom, the kingdom was poorer. So she called 

together her neighbourly friends to share in the joy of finding what was lost.  

Our task is to search out God’s lost human jewels who are personally valuable to our motherly 

God,   and bring them to God. God is concerned to make God’s creation complete. God needs 

us to have all our jewellery intact for God’s grand design. 

The lost coin can also be a metaphor for the wealth of women’s experience that has fallen 

through the cracks in the church floor and been lost to it over the centuries since Jesus 

preached equality. Given that now one-third of the active Anglican clergy in Melbourne are 

women, the discovery of the wealth of compassionate experience that women have brought 

to the Church must be a cause for celestial rejoicing. Until quite recently, the Church 

headdress was incomplete, its perfect coin lost. 

The lost sheep, the lost coin can be a father, mother, sister or brother, who needs to be 

reconciled and restored to the family. The poet wrote of Jesus as the Hound of Heaven, who 

tries to get inside our heads to help us offer forgiveness and reconciliation, but we are deaf 

to his entreaty: “I fled him down the nights and down the days. I fled him down the arches of 

the years. I fled him down the labyrinthine ways in my own mind. I hid from his strong feet 

that followed after with unhurrying chase and unperturbed pace.”  

God continues to search us out, to light up the glint of the elusive coin. God challenges us to 

come out of any dark recess. But both parables end positively: “Rejoice with me, for I have 

found my sheep, I have found the coin that was lost.” Can you own that you are truly a 

necessary part of this restoration?  


